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Abstract

We study the role of anticipation and adaptation in determining the aggregate and local cost of cli-
mate change. We develop a dynamic spatial model of the U.S. economy divided into over 3,000 counties
that features costly forward-looking migration and capital investment decisions. Climate change affects
capital depreciation and productivity. Recent methodological advances that leverage analytic pertur-
bations of the ‘Master Equation’ representation of the economy make the model tractable. We estimate
event studies that trace out the local impact of floods, storms, and heat waves over the 20th century
on productivity and capital depreciation. We estimate structural damage functions by matching these
reduced-form results. Our findings show, first, that climate impacts on capital depreciation are a sub-
stantial source of climate damages. They magnify the U.S. aggregate welfare costs of climate change
twofold to nearly 3% for workers and 8% for capitalists in the business-as-usual warming scenario.
Second, anticipation of future climate damages has small aggregate effects but reduces climate-induced
worker mobility as workers foresee the persistence in the location of capital investments. Third, mi-
gration reduces substantially the variance in the welfare impact of climate change across counties but
affects aggregate welfare damages only marginally since the location of climate damages is uncorrelated
with current local development.

∗Adrien Bilal: adrienbilal@fas.harvard.edu. Esteban Rossi-Hansberg: rossihansberg@uchicago.edu
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1 Introduction

Climate scientists have warned us of the many effects that the accumulation of CO2 in the atmosphere

will have on the Earth’s climate. Some of these effects are evident today, but many others, including

the increased frequency and intensity of storms, floods, and heat waves (IPCC, 2022) are expected over

the next century as the Earth’s average temperature increases further. The fact that humans today

can anticipate these future climate effects can have profound implications on their ability to adapt and

reduce their worse consequences. What is the importance of these anticipatory and adaptive responses

in determining the aggregate and local costs of climate change? In this paper, we set out to answer this

question using a general equilibrium dynamic quantitative spatial model of the more than 3,000 counties

in the U.S. economy. In our framework, agents anticipate the effect of climate change on productivity

and capital depreciation and make forward-looking migration and local capital investment decisions.

The analysis of anticipatory and adaptation responses to climate change at this level of spatial resolu-

tion has previously been hindered by the dimensionality of the resulting state space. In a dynamic model

with costly forward-looking migration and local capital investment decisions, the whole distribution of

employment and capital are state variables in the dynamic problem of individual workers and local capital

investors. To make progress, we leverage recent methodological advances developed in Bilal (2021) that

allow us to solve for quantitative general equilibrium counterfactuals in heterogeneous agent models with

aggregate shocks using analytic first-order perturbations around the initial deterministic steady-state.

With this technique in hand, we develop a framework to evaluate the impact of climate change on the

U.S. economy.

Our starting point is a standard forward-looking dynamic migration model as in Caliendo et al.

(2019). Forward-looking workers decide where to live and work. They earn an equilibrium wage in their

location that they use to consume and lease housing at equilibrium rents. They receive random preference

shocks for locations that motivate them to migrate subject to bilateral migration costs. We enrich this

environment along several dimensions. First, as in Kleinman et al. (2023), we introduce local capitalists

who own the capital stock in the location where they live. They face a dynamic consumption-investment

decision subject to adjustment costs that accounts for the entire future expected path of the economy and

the evolution of its climate. The evolution of the local paths of capital depreciation rates and productivity

depends on climate change through its effect on storms, floods, and heat waves. Capitalists rent out their

capital stock to developers who use it to produce housing and commercial structures. Local firms produce

consumption goods using labor and commercial structures at a level of productivity that is heterogeneous

across locations and varies with global temperatures.

An essential part of the quantification of this model is our estimation of damage functions that map

global temperature changes into local changes in capital depreciation rates and productivity. We collect

daily data on mean and extreme temperature, precipitation, and wind speed for every county in the U.S.
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since 1900. We use these data to construct county-level indicators of 1-in-100-year storms and floods, and

1-in-20-year heat waves as a function of global temperatures. We document that the probability of storms,

floods, and heat waves in the U.S. all increase with global mean temperatures. We then estimate the

impact of these extreme events on economic activity from the year 2000 onwards. Specifically, we regress

income per capita, employment, and investment on extreme events and a rich set of controls. We find

that storms and floods reduce income per capita and employment but increase investment, consistently

with a capital depreciation shock. Heat waves reduce income per capita and employment but have effects

on investment that are positive or negative depending on the specification. Hence, as in the literature,

we end up interpreting them as generating a negative productivity effect.

We use these reduced-form estimates to discipline our framework. We first estimate the migration

and investment elasticities. Given these elasticities, and a standard calibration of the rest of the model

parameters, we can invert the model in steady-state, and obtain all the local characteristics, including

local productivities, amenities, and the level of capital investment costs. Hence, we can then leverage a

key property of the first-order approximation of changes in our economy around the steady state: the

relative response of economic outcomes to shocks is independent of the magnitude of the shock. Hence, we

estimate these elasticities by matching the estimated reduced-form response to storms, floods, and heat

waves of employment relative to income per capita and relative to investment. With the full quantification

of the economic model, we proceed to estimate the damage functions. We recover the magnitude of the

capital depreciation and productivity shocks corresponding to a 1-in-100 years storm and flood, and a

1-in-20 years heat wave, by matching the cumulative impulse response of employment in the model and

to the data over a 10-year period. The final step is to interact damages from a given event with changes

in the probability that a given event materializes for each location in response to changes in temperature.

We find large impacts of storms, floods, and heat waves on capital depreciation and productivity,

although the reduced form estimates at the core of our calculation sometimes have wide confidence

intervals given the rare nature of extreme events. Storms and floods both imply a 6% capital depreciation

shock, and heat waves imply a 4% productivity shock. The resulting damage functions imply that southern

Florida should expect a 7% reduction in productivity for every 1°C increase in global mean temperatures.

The North-Eastern Atlantic coast should expect a 1 p.p. increase in the annual capital depreciation rate

for every 1°C increase in global mean temperatures because of rising storm and flood activity.1

We then use our quantified model to evaluate the social cost of climate change. Our central scenario is

a gradual increase of global mean temperature from 1°C to 4°C Celsius above pre-industrial levels by 2100,

consistent with the IPCC’s business-as-usual scenario. In our baseline counterfactual, the consumption-

equivalent present discounted welfare of workers falls by 2.9% on average in 2023. Despite the ability of

workers to migrate away from affected areas, there is substantial dispersion across counties. The standard

1In future drafts, we plan to incorporate damages from amenities as in Cruz and Rossi-Hansberg (2021) and damages
from mortality as in Deschênes and Greenstone (2011). Incorporating these additional damages into our framework is
straightforward.
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deviation of welfare losses for workers is 1.3 p.p. Capital owners lose 0.6% on average but face much larger

inequality (3.1 p.p in 2023, and 53 p.p. by 2100). Losses to capital owners are more dispersed because

physical capital cannot be moved directly: it is left to depreciate in impacted areas such as southern

Florida and rebuilt in less affected areas such as inland Maine. By 2100, average welfare losses reach 6.8%

for workers and 7.7% for capital owners, with similar relative dispersion. These large welfare losses occur

despite sizable population and capital flows. By 2100, the population has changed by 30% on average

across all counties due to climate change. Capital stocks have adjusted by 54% on average.2

Our goal is to gauge the importance of anticipation and adaptation responses in determining these

results. To do so, we perform three distinct exercises in which we shut down particular channels in the

model. First, we shut down the effect of storms and floods on capital depreciation. This allows us to

assess the relevance of incorporating capital in a climate assessment model. The effect of changes in

global temperature on capital depreciation alone accounts for more than half of the aggregate reduction

in capital by 2100, and for more than a third of the average welfare losses for workers, and more than

half of the average welfare losses for capitalists both in 2023 and 2100. The destruction created by storms

and floods through changes in local capital depreciation rates is a novel feature of our analysis, and this

channel turns out to be quantitatively critical to account accurately for expected losses from climate

change.

In a second exercise, we shut down climate change anticipation by workers, while capitalists anticipate

changes as in the baseline. In this counterfactual, workers experience the effect of the current and past

changes in temperatures but they believe that in the future temperatures will remain as in the current

period. Hence, their actions incorporate no anticipation effects. Our results indicate that anticipation

plays only a minor effect for the welfare of workers. Both the average level and the dispersion of welfare

losses remain similar to that in the baseline when we eliminate workers’ anticipation. Mobility, however,

increases substantially. The standard deviation of population across locations increases by more than

13 p.p relative to the change in the baseline. Without anticipation, workers do not foresee that capital

investments will remain in areas that are currently populated since those are locations where the cost of

investment tends to be low. Their inability to predict the persistence of investments makes moving to worse

alternative locations more attractive. Consistently, the standard deviation of capitalists’ welfare increases

by much less than in the baseline while their welfare losses increase by more due to the complementarity

between capital and labor. The capital stock is about 2% lower than in the baseline by 2100. In sum,

anticipation matters for labor and capital allocations across space, but has overall small effects on welfare.

In the third and final exercise, we measure the importance of adaptation through migration for aggre-

2Our results indicate the Social Cost of Carbon taking into account only U.S. damages and local climate risk is $12-35
per metric ton, an order of magnitude above what previous work has found for U.S. damages alone after incorporating
adaptation. If U.S. damages were representative of world damages, our results would suggest a world Social Cost of Carbon
of $80-220 per metric ton, once more an order of magnitude above the U.S. administration’s value of $51 per metric ton but
in line with the IPCC’s recommendations.
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gate U.S. and local county losses from climate change. To do so, we simply prevent people from moving

in response to climate change, while capital can adjust as in the baseline. Without migration, the distri-

bution of welfare losses for workers spreads out substantially. Across the U.S., the standard deviation of

worker welfare losses in 2023 rises to 5.6 p.p and to 13.2 p.p in 2100. Workers in adversely affected areas

such as southern Florida experience much larger losses. By contrast, since capital stocks are not mobile,

the immobility of workers insures local capitalists in affected areas. Hence, the dispersion in capitalist

welfare declines by more than half both in 2023 and 2100. Our results point to a dynamic complementarity

between migration and investment decisions that shapes the spatial distribution of winners and losers of

climate change. Perhaps surprisingly, shutting down migration has only a negligible effect on the average

welfare loss of either workers or capital owners. The gains in some locations compensate for the losses in

others. Key to this result is that, in the U.S., the correlation between the impact of climate change and

current economic development and welfare is close to zero.3

Our paper is related to the literature on mean field games. Together, the elements of our framework

represent a heterogeneous agent environment with aggregate risk in which the full distribution of workers

and capital stocks across counties matters for the evolution of the economy. As such, standard solution

methods are inapplicable. To make progress, we leverage recent methodological advances developed in

Bilal (2021). We represent the economy in its ‘Master Equation’ form. The Master Equation form has

been recently introduced in the mathematics mean field games literature (Cardaliaguet et al., 2019). It is

simply the recursive representation of the economy, in which the distribution of workers and capital stocks

enters explicitly as an explicit state variable of the individual decision problems. We then take analytic

first-order perturbations of the Master Equation in aggregate temperature shocks and in the underlying

distribution around the initial deterministic steady-state. Similarly to representative agent perturbation

techniques, we obtain low-dimensional, standard Bellman equations for the directional derivatives—the

gradient—of individual value functions with respect to the underlying distribution and aggregate shocks.

This Bellman equation only depends on explicit, steady-state objects. Leveraging the analytic nature of

our perturbation approach, we solve these Bellman equations and the corresponding impulse response

functions with standard methods in a matter of seconds.4

Our paper is also related to the literature on dynamic spatial models. Relative to Desmet et al. (2018)

we introduce forward-looking decisions in migration and capital investments, although we abstract from

agglomeration effects in productivity, technology innovations, and focus our analysis on the U.S. Caliendo

et al. (2019) does introduce forward-looking migration decisions and Kleinman et al. (2023) adds local

3Desmet and Rossi-Hansberg (2015), Desmet et al. (2021), and Cruz and Rossi-Hansberg (2021) reach different conclusions
on the aggregate importance of migration to determine the aggregate losses of climate change in the world since the correlation
between income per capita and the magnitude of negative climate shocks in the world is substantial and positive. The absence
of static and dynamic agglomeration effects in productivity or amenities is also important for positive and negative effects
to average out.

4The Master Equation approach in Bilal (2021) is also related to the Reiter (2009) method. By taking the perturbation
analytically rather than numerically, the Master Equation approach is simpler and faster, particularly for estimation.
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capital investments. Both of them also introduce costly trade, which we abstract from. Relative to these

papers our methodology allows us to easily compute counterfactuals for a much larger number of locations

(all counties in the U.S. v.s. 50 states) in only seconds. This allows us to use the structure of the model

to estimate key parameters.

Of course, the main contribution of our paper is to use this methodology to study the losses due to

the capital depreciation generated by storms and floods, and to analyze the impact of anticipation and

adaptation in determining the average and local losses of climate change. The reduced-form exercises we

use to quantify the model have a parallel in the empirical literature on climate damages, reviewed in Dell

et al. (2014). There is a recent literature that has proposed general equilibrium dynamic spatial climate

assessment models. Many of those papers focus on other issues and abstract completely from capital

investments or anticipations effects (see for example Desmet and Rossi-Hansberg (2015), Desmet et al.

(2021), Cruz and Rossi-Hansberg (2021), and Conte et al. (2022)). Cruz (2021) and Balboni (2021) study

the effect of temperature changes and flooding, respectively, in models with forward-looking migration but

abstract from local capital accumulation. Rudik et al. (2022) also incorporates forward-looking migration

and trade and calculates the impact of climate change in the U.S. on productivity and welfare using

trade and migration flows, but also abstract from capital investments and capital depreciation shocks.

In contrast, Krusell and Smith (2022) propose a model of the effect of climate change on local capital

investments for the entire world but abstract from migration or the capital destruction shocks generated

by floods and storms. Relative to this literature, we are the first to propose a model with both migration

and capital investments to quantify the role of capital depreciation changes due to climate change and

gauge the effect of anticipation effects.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lays out the model. Section 3 characterizes our

perturbation method. Section 4 describes our reduced-form results. Section 5 details our quantification

procedure. Section 6 presents our three main results. Section 7 concludes.

2 A model of location choices and local capital investments in a warm-

ing world

This section presents the setup of our dynamic spatial model. We model an economy with many locations

and two types of agents: workers and capitalists. Workers can move subject to mobility costs and earn

a wage that they consume each period. Capital owners, or capitalists, are fixed in a location earn the

returns on their capital investments, and face a dynamic consumption-savings decision. We now proceed

to describe each part of our setup in detail.
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2.1 Agents and preferences

Workers. There is a unit mass of workers who choose in which location i ∈ {1, ..., I} to live. Workers

living in i have CRRA preferences Ait+u(C) = Ait+
C1−γ−1

1−γ over amenities Ait in the location where they

live at time t and a Cobb-Douglas aggregator C of a freely traded final good, used as the numeraire, and

housing. Namely, C =
(

c
1−β

)1−β (
h
β

)β
, where β denotes the share of housing in expenditure. Workers

discount the future at rate ρ. Workers are allowed to move at rate µ, in which case they draw extreme-

value distributed idiosyncratic preference shocks for potential destinations, with dispersion parameter ν.

If they move, they pay a bilateral moving cost τij . We define the long-run (Ai) and time-varying (ait)

components of amenities in location i as Ait = Ai + ait.

We consider a perpetual youth model so that the aggregate population remains constant. Households

experience excess mortality from climate change at Poisson rate κit and are replaced by a single offspring

upon death. Thus, the effective discount rate in our perpetual youth economy is ρ + κit. Workers place

a value V d on death.5

Capital owners. Each location is populated by a unit measure of capital owners. They are immobile

and have risk-neutral preferences ucap(C) = C over the final consumption good. They do not consume

housing and do not face excess mortality from climate change.

2.2 Technology

Output. Workers in location i are employed by a representative firm that produces the final good using

commercial structures and labor and faces constant returns to scale. Locations are endowed with a local

productivity Zit and a local stock of land Lit. A representative firm is endowed with a production function

for the final good given by Yit = ZitS
α
it(N

P
it )

1−α, where Sit denotes local commercial structures and NP
it

the local number of workers employed in final good production. We denote by Nit the total number

of workers in location i at time t. We define the long-run (Zi) and time-varying (χit) components of

productivity as Zit ≡ Zie
χit . Similarly, we define the long-run and time-varying components of available

land as Lit ≡ Lie
ℓit .

Buildings. In every location, there is an equilibrium capital stock Kit. Capital can be combined

with land Lit and construction labor NB
it to produce buildings Bit according to the production function

Bit = Lωit(N
B
it )

ϖK1−ω−ϖ
it . Buildings Bit can be costlessly repurposed between residential housing and

commercial structures, so that Bit = Sit+Hit. Denote by rit the common rental rate of buildings to firms

and workers.

5Since households have non-linear utility, consuming 0 is possibly worse than death without V d. V d allows us to match
measures of the Value of a Statistical Life.
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Capital and investment. Capital owners decide how much to invest in every location subject to

constants returns to scale investment costs, convex in I, ci(I/K)K =
c
−1/ζ
i0

1+1/ζ

(
I
K

)1+1/ζ
K. These costs are

paid in the final good whose price is normalized to 1. To finance investment, capital owners borrow or save

in a risk-free national bond market which carries an equilibrium interest rate Rt. Capital is not mobile

across locations. The local capital stock depreciates at rate δit. Land rents in location i are rebated to

capital owners in proportion to their capital holdings. Thus, we denote by rK,it the return on a unit of

capital in location i at time t excluding land rents, and RK,it the return on a unit of capital inclusive of

claims to land rents.

2.3 Climate change

The path of global mean temperatures Tt is exogenous. Going forward, the vast majority of carbon

emissions is expected to stem from developing economies and is thus largely exogenous to U.S. economic

activity. Global mean temperatures relative to pre-industrial levels TP satisfy

Tt − TP = ϵ
(
zt + TDt

)
.

TDt is a deterministic path corresponding to a central climate scenario. zt is a mean-zero shock that

captures natural climate variability. ϵ is a scaling parameter that clarifies notation for our solution

method.6

Local productivity χit, amenities ait, capital depreciation δit, available land ℓit, and mortality κit

depend on time only through the path of global mean temperatures. We parameterize these shifters

through the following functions:

χit = χi

(
ϵ
(
zt + TDt

))
, ait = ai

(
ϵ
(
zt + TDt

))
, ℓit = ℓi

(
ϵ
(
ℓ̄zt + TDt

)))
,

δit = δi

(
ϵ
(
zt + TDt

))
, κit = κi

(
ϵ
(
zt + TDt

))
. (1)

We let available land depend on the transitory component of temperature zt with an additional parameter

0 ≤ ℓ̄ ≤ 1 to reflect that long-run coastal flooding responds to long-run rather than short-run changes in

global mean temperatures.

2.4 Static equilibrium

The maximization probrem of firms implies that the wage wit in location i satisfies the firm’s first-

order condition wit = (1 − α)Zit(Sit/N
P
it )

α. Similarly, the rental rate for structures satisfies rit =

αZit(Sit/N
P
it )

−(1−α), since depreciation is not covered by the users of buildings.

6We could introduce uncertainty in the long-run path of temperatures by writing Tt−TP = ϵ
(
zt+ z̃tT

D
t

)
for some process

z̃t. Since our solution method relies on a first-order perturbation of the economy, such uncertainty would be immaterial for
our results. Uncertainty matters for higher-order perturbations.
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The optimal choice of labor in building production implies ϖritBit/N
B
it = wit. Furthermore, the local

demand for housing by workers implies that an equilibrium in the housing market satisfies: βwitNit =

ritHit.

Equilibrium prices. We determine equilibrium prices and quantities as functions of the local capital

stock Kit and local number of workers Nit. We show that labor is allocated to goods and buildings

production in constant shares: NP
it = xNit and Hit = yBit, where x, y are combinations of parameters

described in equation (25), Appendix A.1.

Using these shares and the production function of buildings, the wage and the rental rate of buildings

become

wit = (1− α)ααΞ−α(1− x)ϖαZitL
ωα
it (K1−ω−ϖ

it Nϖ−1
it )α

rit = ααΞ1−α(1− x)−(1−α)ϖZitL
−ω(1−α)
it (K1−ω−ϖ

it Nϖ−1
it )−(1−α) (2)

where Ξ is a combination of parameters expressed in Appendix A.1.

We solve for the rental rate of capital inclusive of claims to land rents. It depends on the rental rate

of buildings. Profit-maximization by developers implies that it satisfies:

RK,it = R0ie
χit+ωαℓitK−ϕ

it N
ψ
it ≡ Ri(χit, ℓit,Kit, Nit), (3)

where R0i is a location-specific constant that depends on the permanent component of productivity and

available land, and ϕ and ψ are combinations of parameters detailed in Appendix A.1.

Consumption and flow utility. Consumption in location i is equal to the real wage. It satisfies

Cit =
wit

rβit
= C0ie

(1−β)χit+ωξℓit

(
K1−ω−ϖ
it

N1−ϖ
it

)ξ
, (4)

where C0i is a location-specific constant, and ξ a combination of parameters detailed in Appendix A.1.

Finally, flow utility in location i at time t is:

Ait + u

(
wit

rβit

)
= Ai + ait + u

(
C0ie

(1−β)χit+ωξℓit

(
K1−ω−ϖ
it

N1−ϖ
it

)ξ)
≡ Ui(ait, χit, ℓit,Kit, Nit). (5)

2.5 Migration decisions

Workers solve a forward-looking dynamic migration decision problem. We denote by Vit the value of being

located in i at time t. Vit satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation:

ρVit = Ui(ait, χit, ℓit,Kit, Nit) +Mi[V ] + κit(V
d − Vit) +

E[dtVit]
dt

, (6)
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where we used standard discrete choice results and denoted

Mi[V ] ≡ µ

1

ν
log

∑
j

eν(Vjt−τij)

− Vit

 (7)

the continuation value from migration. The term κit(V
d−Vit) in equation (6) represents the continuation

value of excess mortality due to climate change. Finally, the last term in the worker’s HJB equation

represents the continuation value from changes in the aggregate state, where the notation dt denotes the

time increment due to changes in aggregates only and not due to individual migration.

Standard discrete choice results also guarantee that migration shares are a function of the vector of

values V , namely,

mij(V ) =
eν(Vj−τij)∑
k e

ν(Vk−τik)
. (8)

The population distribution evolves according to the Kolmogorov Forward (KF) equation

dNit

dt
= µ

(∑
k

mki(Vt)Nkt −Nit

)
≡ µ

((
m∗(Vt)− Id

)
Nt

)
i

(9)

In equation (9), m denotes the matrix of migration shares mij(Vt). m
∗ denotes the matrix transpose of

the matrix m. We also denote by

M∗(V ) = µ
(
m∗(V )− Id

)
a matrix that collects migration shares and the identity matrix, so that (9) becomes, in matrix notation,

dNt

dt
= M∗(V )Nt.

We also denote M(V ) = µ(m(V )− Id)) the transpose of M∗(V ), for future reference.

2.6 Investment decisions

Capital owners solve a forward-looking dynamic investment decision problem. We denote Pit(K, b) the

value of being located in i at time t and holding K units of local capital together with b units of bonds.

Pit(K, b) satisfies the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB) equation:

ρPit(K, b) = max
I,C

C +
[
Rtb+RK,itK − ci(I/K)K − C

]∂Pit
∂b

+
(
I − δitK

)∂Pit
∂K

+
Et[dtPit]

dt
(10)

The first term in the capitalist HJB is the flow utility from consumption. The second term is the

continuation value from net savings. Net savings are given by the income from bond holdings plus the
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return to the stick of capital owned minus the expenditure in adjustment costs from investment minus

consumption. Net savings are valued at the marginal value of net savings. The third term represents the

continuation value from net investments, namely, gross investments minus depreciation multiplied by the

marginal value of capital. The final term in the capitalists’ HJB is the continuation value from changes

in the aggregate state.

We show in Appendix A.2 that Pit(K, b) = QitK + b, where Qit satisfies

ρQit = Ri(χit, ℓit,Kit, Nit) +
ci0Q

1+ζ
it

1 + ζ
− δitQit +

Et[∂tQit]
dt

. (11)

The investment policy of capital owners then satisfies

I∗it = ci0Q
ζ
itKit.

The law of motion of capital in every location becomes

dKit

dt
= (ci0Q

ζ
it − δit)Kit. (12)

2.7 Steady-state

In steady-state at pre-industrial temperatures, ϵ = 0. All time derivatives are equal to zero. The HJB

equation of workers (6) becomes:

ρV SS
i = Ui(K

SS
i , NSS

i ) +Mi[V
SS ]. (13)

The HJB of capital owners and (11) becomes

ρQSSi = Ri(K
SS
i , NSS

i )− ci0(Q
SS
i )1+ζ

1 + ζ
, (14)

and the steady-state population distribution NSS = {NSS
i }i satisfies,

0 = M∗(V SS)NSS . (15)

The steady-state capital distribution KSS = {KSS
i }i is such that the capital stock remains stable in every

location, namely,

0 = ci0(Q
SS
i )ζ − δ. (16)

Appendix C.1 describes a simple algorithm to solve for the steady-state that leverages equations (13)-(16).
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3 The Master Equation, the FAME and transitional dynamics

3.1 Strategy

Our economy is a dynamic general equilibrium economy in which the distributions of workers Nt = {Nit}i
and capital Kt = {Kit}i are aggregate state variable that determines local prices. The distribution of

workers and capital evolves slowly according to the laws of motions (9) and (12). These laws of motion

in turn depend on the values of workers given by the HJB equations (6) and (11).

Solving for this dynamic fixed point is challenging in our high-dimensional environment with over

3,000 counties. We make progress by leveraging the ‘Master Equation’ representation of the economy

developed in Bilal (2021).

The Master Equation approach is structured in two steps. In the first step, we merge the individual

decision problems with the laws of motion of the population and capital distributions into a single Bellman

equation: the Master Equation. The Master Equation is a state-space representation of the equilibrium.

The second step consists in taking a local perturbation of the Master Equation in the scale parameter

ϵ around a steady-state of the economy. The key insight from the local perturbation is to simplify the

dynamic fixed point to a set of simple and standard Bellman equations that we solve rapidly with entirely

standard techniques. For clarity, we present a self-contained description of our approach that closely

follows the steps in Bilal (2021).

3.2 The Master Equation

3.2.1 Workers

We start with the Master Equation for workers. We combine the HJB equation (6) with the laws of

motion (9) and (12) with a simple change of variables. We index value functions by the population and

capital distributions instead of calendar time alone. The core idea is that the population and capital

distributions are no more than large-dimensional state variables from the perspective of any given worker.

Of course, we need to keep calendar time as a separate index because of climate change embedded in

global mean temperatures TDt .

Specifically, we change variables by writing

Vit = Vit(ϵzt, Nt,Kt), Qit = Qit(ϵzt, Nt,Kt),

where now the time subscript t only captures dependence on deterministic temperature.7 Recall that

Nt = {Nit}i denotes the vector of population across locations at time t, and Kt = {Kit}i similarly

7If the evolution of temperature was determined by current temperature and the evolution of the economy through its
emissions, as in a integrated assessment models of the world economy, we would simply add temperature as a state variable
and eliminate time dependence in the value function altogether.
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denotes the capital distribution.

Using this change of variables, we can re-express the continuation value from changes in aggregate

states to obtain

Eit
[
dtVit
dt

]
=

∂Vit
∂t︸︷︷︸

change in TD
t

+ Aϵ(z)[Vit]︸ ︷︷ ︸
change in zt:

continuation value

+
∑
j

∂Vit
∂Nj

dNjt

dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
change in Nt:
chain rule

+
∑
j

∂Vit
∂Kj

dKjt

dt︸ ︷︷ ︸
change in Kt:
chain rule

, (17)

where Aϵ(z) is an operator that embeds the continuation value arising from natural climate variability.

For instance, if zt follows a continuous-time AR(1) process dzt = −θzt + σdWt, the operator Aϵ(z) is

given by Aϵ(z)[V ] = −θzϵ∂V∂z + σ2ϵ2

2
∂2V
∂z2

.

The last two components encode how workers value changes in the population and capital distribution

across locations. When workers reallocate across locations in equilibrium, or when the distribution of

capital shifts in equilibrium, the distribution of local wages, building rental rates, and capital rental rates

change. These changes in these three distributions of prices affect residents of location i.

We then use the laws of motion of the population and capital distributions (9) and (12) to express

the time change of population and capital in (17). This yields

Eit
[
dtVit
dt

]
=

∂Vit
∂t︸︷︷︸

change in TD
t

+Aϵ(z)[Vit]︸ ︷︷ ︸
change in zt

+
∑
j

∂Vit
∂Nj

(M∗(V )Nt)j︸ ︷︷ ︸
change in Nt

+
∑
j

∂Vit
∂Kj

(
cj0Q

ζ
jt − δjt

)
Kj︸ ︷︷ ︸

change in Kt

. (18)

The Master Equation for workers results from substituting (18) into the HJB (6) as is given by8

ρVit(z,N,K) = Ui

(
ai(ϵ(z + TDt )), χi(ϵ(z + TDt )), ℓi(ϵ(ℓ̄z + TDt )),Ki, Ni

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

flow payoff

(19)

+ κi(ϵ(z + TDt ))(V d − Vi) +Mi[V ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
continuation value from own changes

+
∑
j

∂Vit
∂Nj

(M∗(V )Nt)j +
∑
j

∂Vit
∂Kj

(
cj0Qjt(z,N,K)ζ − δj(ϵ(z + TDt ))

)
Kj +Aϵ(z)[Vit] +

∂Vi
∂t

.︸ ︷︷ ︸
continuation values from aggregate changes

Note that the Master Equation for workers depends on the value of capital owners Q because the latter

affects investment, capital accumulation, prices, and, ultimately, worker welfare.

8We omit the full dependence of the value function and its derivatives on (K,N, t, ε) on the right-hand-side for brevity.
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3.2.2 Capital owners

A similar logic delivers the Master Equation for capital owners, which is given by

ρQit(z,N,K) = Ri
(
χi(ϵ(z + TDt )), ℓi(ϵ(ℓ̄z + TDt )),Ki, Ni

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
flow payoff

(20)

+
ci0Q

1+ζ
i

1 + ζ
− δi(ϵ(z + TDt ))Qit︸ ︷︷ ︸

continuation values from own changes

+
∑
j

∂Qit
∂Nj

(M∗(V )Nt)j +
∑
j

∂Qit
∂Kj

(
cj0Qjt(z,N,K)ζ − δj(ϵ(z + TDt ))

)
Kj +Aϵ(z)[Qit] +

∂Qit
∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸

continuation values from aggregate changes

.

3.2.3 Equilibrium

Our equilibrium definition is standard and therefore omitted. The main advantage of the Master Equations

(19)-(20) is that they provide a parsimonious representation of the general equilibrium of the economy.

The derivations above prove our first result.

Proposition 1. (Equilibrium)

A solution (V,Q) to the Master Equations (19)-(20) together with a solution to the population and capital

distributions {Nt,Kt}t to the KF equations (8) and (12) is an equilibrium of our economy.

3.3 The FAME

Despite providing a parsimonious representation of the equilibrium, the nonlinear Master Equations (19)-

(20) are challenging to solve numerically because they depend on large-dimensional distributions. Existing

numerical techniques would rapidly run into the curse of dimensionality. Instead, we use an analytic

approach to gain economic insights and substantially simplify the computational burden. Following Bilal

(2021), we use a local perturbation technique. Namely, we seek a local solution to the Master Equations

(19)-(20) when the scale parameter ϵ is small enough. That is, we solve the First-order Approximation

to the Master Equations (FAME).

The FAME is a first-order Taylor expansion of the Master Equations (19)-(20) in ϵ around the initial

steady-state. We consider distributions and shocks that are close enough to steady-state. Namely, denote

N = NSS + ϵn and K = KSS + ϵk, where the vectors n, k denote scaled deviations of the population and

capital distributions from steady-state.
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We then seek a solution of the form

Vit(ϵz,N
SS + ϵn,KSS + ϵk) = V SS

i + ϵ

∑
j

vNij nj +
∑
j

vKij kj + vZi z + vTit

+O(ϵ2),

Qit(ϵz,N
SS + ϵn,KSS + ϵk) = QSSi + ϵ

∑
j

qNij nj +
∑
j

qKij kj + qZi z + qTit

+O(ϵ2). (21)

The additive separability follows from the first-order Taylor expansion in ϵ.

Thus, instead of seeking full functions V,Q as solutions to the Master Equations, the first-order

approach lets us seek a restricted number of coefficients: the directional derivatives vNij , v
K
ij , v

Z
i , v

T
it of

the value function with respect to the population and capital distributions, temperature shocks and

temperature trends. We call these derivatives the ‘impulse values’ following Bilal (2021). We substitute

the first-order Taylor expansions (21) into the Master Equations (19)-(20) and obtain a set of restrictions

on these directional derivatives: the FAME. These restrictions constitute our second key set of results.

Proposition 2. (Deterministic FAME)

The matrices vN , vK , qN , qK satisfy the generalized Sylvester matrix equation:

ρvd = Dd +Mvd + vdM∗ + vdPdvd, vd ≡

vN vK

qN qK

 ,

where M denotes the steady-state matrix M(V SS), and we defined the following 2I × 2I matrices:

Dd =

−DUN DUK

−DRN DRK

 , M =

M 0

0 0

 , Pd =

G 0

0 DIQ

 ,

and where

DUN = ξ(1−ϖ)diag
(
u′(CSSi )CSSi /NSS

i

)
DUK = ξ(1− ω −ϖ)diag

(
u′(CSSi )CSSi /KSS

i

)
DRK = −ϕdiag

(
RSSi /KSS

i

)
DRN = −ψdiag

(
RSSi /NSS

i

)
G = µν

(
diag(NSS)−m∗diag(NSS)m

)
DIQ = ζdiag

(
KSS
i ci0(Q

SS
i )ζ−1

)
.

Proof. See Appendix B.

The deterministic FAME in Proposition 2 is a Bellman equation that is satisfied by the deterministic

impulse values vN , vK , qN , qK . This Bellman equation takes the form of a nonlinear Sylvester matrix

equation.9

9A standard Sylvester matrix equation is a matrix equation in an unknown matrix X such that AX +XB + C = 0.
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The right-hand-side of the FAME has four components. Each one encodes a particular force that affects

how the value of workers and capital owners in location i changes in equilibrium when an additional worker

enters location j or an additional unit of capital is added in location j.

The first component in the deterministic FAME is the direct price impact matrix Dd. When population

and capital distributions change, prices also change. The movement in prices affects the flow payoff of

workers and capital owners. The upper left block of the price impact matrix Dd, DUN , encapsulates

how changes in the population distribution affect workers in location i. The combination of parameters

ξ(1 − ϖ) summarize the effect on real wages. The real wage effect is then converted into utility units

by the diagonal matrix diag
(
u′(CSSi )CSSi /NSS

i

)
. The upper right block of the impact matrix Dd, DUK ,

encapsulates how changes in the capital distribution affect workers in location i through their effect on

real wages. The lower half of the price impact matrix Dd, (−DRN DRK), similarly reflects how changes

in the population and capital distributions affect the return on capital.

The second component in the deterministic FAME, Mvd, encodes a partial equilibrium force. When

the value of locating in a particular region changes because of population and capital flows, the migration

decisions of workers change. The second component of the FAME encapsulates the option value of

migration. Crucially, the FAME reveals that workers only need to evaluate this option value using their

steady-state migration matrix M . This property arises because of the envelope condition: migration

decisions are already optimal before the economy moves out of steady-state.

The third component in the deterministic FAME, vdM∗, represents a first general equilibrium force.

When contemplating the effect of an additional worker in location j on the economy, workers and capital

owners in location i expect this additional worker in location j to behave just as any other worker. In

particular, the worker in location j will migrate going forward. Keeping track of where this worker goes

matters to project the economy forward in time and evaluate how the population distribution will evolve.

The FAME shows that this expectation is summarized by the steady-state migration matrix M .10 Once

more, only the steady-state transition matrix M matters because changes in migration patterns envelope

out. The (augmented) steady-state matrix M∗ right-multiplies the deterministic impulse value because it

represents the effect of an additional worker in location j on the value of workers and capital owners in

location i.

The fourth component in the deterministic FAME, vdPdvd, encodes a second general equilibrium

force. It represents how workers and capital owners in location i value changes in the law of motion of the

population and capital distributions that arise because of an additional worker or capital unit in location

j. Why would the law of motion change? An additional worker or capital unit in location j affects prices.

Because prices change, all workers and capital owners change their migration and investment behavior.

This change in migration and investment behavior affects the law of motion of the distribution to first

10The corresponding component for capital drops out because there is no gross capital growth in steady-state in any
locations.
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order through the matrix Pdvd. Ultimately, this change affects any given workers and capital owner after

converting it into utility units using the deterministic impulse value vd.

Proposition 2 highlights the first two key properties of the FAME:

(i) Finite dimension. The deterministic FAME is a standard Bellman equation in finite dimension.

The dimensionality of the impulse value vd is simply (2I)2, instead of being infinite-dimensional like

the nonlinear Master Equations (19)-(20). This drastic simplification stems from the local perturbation.

Workers and capital owners in location i need only consider isolated impulses in the population and capital

distribution (Nt,Kt) at any other possible location j: any pairwise impulses would lead to a second-order

deviation in the value function.

(ii) Closed form steady-state dependence. Second, by virtue of the analytic nature of the pertur-

bation, all the objects entering in the FAME are steady-state objects with closed form expressions. This

observation implies that, once the nonlinear steady-state of the model is known, no additional calculation

is needed to set up the FAME.

With the deterministic FAME at hand, we solve for the trend FAME. Namely, for the values of vT

and qT in equations (21). This is important since we capture direct changes in temperature through these

terms. The stochastic FAME (vZ and qZ), where we could capture the direct effect of climate variability,

follows a similar equation that we report in Appendix B.

Proposition 3. (Trend FAME)

The matrices vTt , q
T
t satisfy the Ordinary Differential Equation system:

ρvTt = DT
t +MvTt +

∂vTt
∂t

+ vdPdvTt , vTt ≡

vTt
qTt

 ,

where we defined the 2I × 1 vector

DT
t = TDt

 DUT − vKD∆T

−DQT − qKD∆T


and where

DUT = vec(ai1 + κi1(V
d − V SS

i )) + vec
(
u′(CSSi )CSSi

[
(1− β)χi1 + ωξℓi1

])
D∆T = vec

(
KSS
i δi1

)
DQT = vec

(
δi1Q

SS
i −RSSi

[
χi1 + ωαℓi1

])
,
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and where

ai1 = a′i(0) κi1 = κ′i(0) χi1 = χ′
i(0) δi1 = δ′i(0) ℓi1 = ℓ′i(0).

Proof. See Appendix B.

The structure of the trend FAME in Proposition 3 is similar to the deterministic FAME in Proposition

2. The first component DT
t in the trend FAME is the direct climate impact. When global temperatures

rise, climate damages intensify. The damage matrices DUT , DQT and D∆T capture these forces. The

deterministic impulse values vK , qK enter in the direct climate impact because workers and capital own-

ers value depreciation damages going forward through their effect on the law of motion of the capital

distribution.

The second component MvTt in the trend FAME encodes the partial equilibrium option value of mi-

gration. When the value of locating in a particular region changes because of climate damages, migration

decisions of any given worker change according to the steady-state migration matrix M .

The third component
∂vTt
∂t in the trend FAME encodes how exogenous changes in global mean tem-

peratures affect workers and capital owners.

The fourth component in the FAME, vdPdvTt , encodes a general equilibrium force. It represents how

workers and capital owners in location i value changes in the law of motion of the population and capital

distributions that arise because of climate damages. These changes in the laws of motion are valued

through the deterministic impulse value vd.

Proposition 3 reveals the third key property of the FAME.

(iii) Block-recursivity. The deterministic FAME does not depend on the trend or stochastic FAMEs.

One can solve for the deterministic FAME in a first step. In a second step, given the deterministic impulse

value vd, one solves for the trend and stochastic impulse values vT and vZ .

3.4 Transitional dynamics

With value functions and thus policy functions at hand from the FAME, we obtain the law of motion of

population and capital across locations for a sequence of climate change shocks.

Proposition 4. (Transitional dynamics)

The transitional dynamics in response to initial conditions n0, k0, a sequence of shocks {zt}t and {TDt }t
are given by paths {nt, kt}t such that:

d

dt

nt
kt

 = (M∗ + Pd)

nt
kt

+ Pd(vTt + ztv
Z)− (TDt + zt)

 0

D∆t

 . (22)
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Proposition 4 strengthens the block-recursivity structure of the FAME since the FAME inherits the block-

recursivity from the Master Equation.

(iii’) Strong block-recursivity. The FAME is the only fixed point that must be solved to determine

individual behavior. There is no additional price or distributional fixed point to solve because these fixed

points are merged into the Master Equation, and hence into the FAME. Given impulse values vd, vT , vZ ,

any counterfactual impulse response obtains from a single time iteration as per Proposition 4.

3.5 Welfare

Equipped with values and allocations in the FAME, we characterize the welfare effect of climate change.

We denote by V t =
∑

iNiVit utilitarian worker welfare, and by dV t the change in utilitarian welfare

following climate change.

Proposition 5. (Worker welfare)

dV t = EN [ϵvTit ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
direct impact

+ CovN
[
V SS
i , n̂it

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
value reallocation: PE

+CovN
[
εvNi , n̂it

]
+ CovK

[
εvKi , k̂it

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

elasticity reallocation: GE

+ EK
[
εvKi

]
k̂t︸ ︷︷ ︸

aggregate depreciation

,

where

εvNi = EN [vN•i ], εvKi = K
SSEN [vK•i ], n̂it =

ϵnit

NSS
i

, k̂it =
ϵkit

KSS
i

, k̂t =
ϵ
∑

i kit

K
SS

, K
SS

=
∑
i

KSS
i ,

and EN ,CovN ,EK ,CovK denote expectations and covariances weighted by the steady-state population (N)

or capital (K) distributions.

Proof. See Appendix B.6.1.

We also show in Appendix B.7 that the change in consumption-equivalent welfare dωt is then related

to the change in utilitarian welfare by

dωt =
ρdV t

Ṽ
,

where Ṽi satisfies the HJB (ρ + µ)Ṽi = ρ−1(CSSi )1−γ + µ
∑

jmij Ṽj and is equal to 1 under log utility

γ = 1, and Ṽ =
∑

iN
SS
i Ṽi.

Proposition 5 reveals that the welfare effect of climate change splits into four components. The direct

impact component EN [ϵvTit ] reflects the direct effect of climate change through the trend impulse value

vTit .

The value reallocation component CovN
[
V SS
i , n̂it

]
reflects a partial equilibrium force. Climate change

generates net migration out of highly affected locations and towards locations that are less affected. This
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net migration generates welfare changes if destination locations are more valuable than origin locations.

The covariance between population changes and local valuations summarizes this effect. Because of the

first-order perturbation nature of the FAME, it suffices to use the steady-state valuations V SS
i to evaluate

whether climate-induced net migration is beneficial or harmful to the average worker.

The elasticity reallocation component CovN
[
εvNi , n̂it

]
+ CovK

[
εvKi , k̂it

]
reflects general equilibrium

forces. Climate change leads to net population and capital flows. These flows affect local prices, which

feed back into worker welfare. The impact of local price movements is summarized by the deterministic

impulse values vN , vK from the FAME, averaged into the elasticities εvN , εvK . Whether price movements

affect welfare ultimately depends on the covariance between population and capital net flows on the one

hand, and average impulse values εvN , εvK on the other hand.

The aggregate depreciation component EK
[
εvKi

]
k̂t captures changes in the overall capital stock of the

economy. If climate change leads to higher capital depreciation or declines in investment, the aggregate

capital stock shrinks. This reduction affects workers through the average impulse value εvK .

3.6 Implementation

Proposition 2 indicates a straightforward algorithm to compute the deterministic impulse value. Indeed,

all the known inputs into the deterministic FAME can be directly constructed given steady-state objects.

Thus, given steady-state objects, we directly construct the 2I × 2I matrices Dd,M and Pd. We then seek

a 2I × 2I matrix vd that satisfies the nonlinear Sylvester matrix equation

0 = Dd + (M− ρId)vd + vd(M∗ + Pdvd).

Following Bilal (2021), we use a simple iterative algorithm to solve for vd. Given a guess vdn at step n, we

solve for vdn+1 as follows:

0 = Dd + (M− ρId)vdn+1 + vdn+1(M
∗ + Pdvdn) =⇒ vdn+1 = sylvester

(
M− ρId,M∗ + Pdvdn,Dd

)
,

where sylvester(A,B,C) denotes the solution X of the Sylvester equation AX +XB + C = 0. Given

vdn, standard numerical packages solve efficiently for vdn+1 as the root of a standard Sylvester equation.11

Why choose to use the guess from last iteration vdn in this specific part of the Sylvester equation? The

intuition is to use the guess from last iteration vdn where a given worker considers the valuations of other

individuals, and solve for the valuation of the current individual vdn+1 in the current step.

Once we have solved for the deterministic impulse value vd, we solve for the trend impulse value

leveraging Proposition 3 in two steps. In the first step, we solve for the long-run trend impulse value.

When time t is large enough, temperatures do not change anymore. The economy has then reached the

11For instance, Matlab has a built-in sylvester.m function.
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new steady-state, and ∂vT

∂t = 0. Hence, we specify a large enough time t = t̄ where the time derivative is

zero, and where we use Proposition 3 to solve for vTt∞ . Specifically,

vTt̄ = (ρId− (M + vdPd))
)−1

DT
t̄ .

The solution vTt̄ is our terminal condition.

In the second step, we iterate backward in time from the terminal condition vTt̄ . We construct the

2I × 1 vector DT for each time t. Given a time step dt, we construct a solution vTt to the ODE system

in Proposition 3 given vTt+dt by iterating backward in time:

vTt =
(
Id + dt(ρId− (M + vdPd))

)−1(
dt DT

t + vTt+dt

)
.

Once we have solved for the deterministic and trend impulse values, we compute any impulse response to

a shock or initial conditions with a simple forward iteration using Proposition 4. Having established an

efficient solution method, we turn to our reduced-form estimates and estimation strategy.

4 Reduced-form impact of natural disasters

In order to quantify our model in a way that accounts well for the economic impact of climate change, we

start by estimating the reduced-form impact that climate change has had on economic outcomes. In the

next section we use these results to estimate the climate damage functions, as well as the mobility and

investment elasticities.

4.1 Data

We combine data of two types. First, we use economic data from several sources by county and year.

We collect data on population, income per capita, wages and employment from the Bureau of Economic

Analysis. We obtain investment data at 5 year intervals from the Census of Manufactures. These data

span the years 1960 to 2019.

Second, we use weather data. We obtain daily information on surface temperature, windspeed, and

precipitation for a raster at the 0.5 degree by 0.5 degree since 1900 from the inputs to the Inter-Sectoral

Impact Model Intercomparison Project (ISMIP). We convert this information into a dataset that tracks

annual extremes for every county and year in the U.S.

We seek to capture the impact of extreme weather events. To that end, we construct indicator variables

that capture wether local weather realizations are above a pre-specified threshold. Specifically, we first

consider weather variables Xit for county i at time t in the following list: (i) maximum daily windspeed in

the year, (ii) maximum daily precipitation in the year, and (iii) fraction of days with temperature above

the 95th percentile of the national annual mean temperature distribution in 1900.
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Our weather variables are designed to capture salient features of (i) storms, (ii) floods, and (iii) heat

waves. Of course, the physical processes leading to and defining such events are necessarily more complex

than the specific metrics available in large-scale datasets covering the entire U.S. for over a century. For

our purposes, it only matters that these variables correlate strongly enough with actual storms, floods,

and heat waves. Ultimately, the impact of our weather-related variables on economic activity determines

climate damages regardless of their specific interpretation. We refer to our variables as storms, floods,

and heat waves for expositional simplicity but acknowledge that our variables necessarily are a stylized

measurment of the underlying phenomena.12

Different locations may be differentially adapated to natural disasters. To capture this adaptation and

not overstate damages, we residualize our weather variables Xit before constructing indicator of extreme

realizations. Therefore, we capture storm, flood, and heat wave realizations that are particularly severe

relative to county-specific and annual conditions. Specifically, we strip out county and year fixed effects

by estimating the linear regression:

Xit = αi + βt + X̂it, Ei[X̂it] = Et[X̂it] = 0.

We then use the estimated residual X̂it to construct our indicator of extreme value for X̂it:

Dit = 1[X̂it ≥ p(X̂)] or Dit = 1[X̂it ≤ p(X̂)],

where p(X̂) denotes a given percentile of X̂it across all counties i and years t. We choose realizations above

the 99th percentile for storms and floods. This choice is guided by meterological estimates of wind and

concentrated precipitation measures that lead to property damages. It also coincides with the threshold

at which we detect significant economic damages. A similar logic leads us to choose realizations above

the 95th percentile for heat waves.

4.2 Aggregate trends in natural disasters

We start by documenting salient trends in natural disasters over the course of the 20th century for the

U.S. Figure 1 first shows the well-known fact that global mean temperatures have risen by over 1°C and

over 2°F since 1900. The rate of warming has accelerated in the last decades, reaching nearly 0.2°C and

over 0.3°F by decade.

Figure 2 shows that the frequency of natural disasters—as defined by our indicator variables—rises

with global mean temperatures. The occurrence of severe storms as captured by extreme windspeed rises

substantially with global mean temperatures. We defined severe storms as storms that occur every 100

years on average in the middle of the century. A warming of 1°C over the course of the 20th century

12Our measures also have the advantage of being objective physical measures, rather than human-made reports of storms
or floods that are likely to be endogenous to economic activity or population density.
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Figure 1: Global mean temperatures over time.
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implies that the frequency of severe storms quadruples, from once every 200 years in 1900 to once every 50

years in 2023. If global mean temperatures increase by 4°C by 2100 as in the business-as-usual scenario,

severe storms that happened only every 200 years in 1900 would happen nearly every 10 years by 2100.

We find a more modest rise in the frequency of severe floods. Their annual frequency remains nearly

stable around 1%. The frequency of heat waves rises more markedly: a heat waves that occured every 20

years on average in 1900 occurs every 10 years on average in 2023. If global mean temperatures increase

by 4°C by 2100 as in the business-as-usual scenario, a heat wave that happened only every 20 years in

1900 would happen every 4 years by 2100.13

4.3 Event study design

Our next step is to estimate the effect of a given natural disaster on economic activity. We use a standard

distributed lag specification given by

yit = αi + βt +

B∑
h=−A

γhDi,t−h + γ−A−1D̄i,t,−A−1 + γB+1D̄i,t,B+1 + δS(i),t +Witη
′ + εit,

where i denotes counties and t denotes calendar years. yit denotes the logged outcome of interest: income

per capita, employment, or investment. αi is a county fixed effect, βt is a year fixed effect. Di,t−h is our

indicator that an extreme event indicator occurred h years before calendar year t in county i. We include

individual horizons h up to A = 5 years prior to and B = 10 years after the event. We also control for

the average effect at before A and after B: D̄i,t,−A−1 =
∑

h≤−A−1Di,t−h, and D̄i,t,B+1 =
∑

h≤B+1Di,t−h.

δS(i),t denotes a set of trends by state, local mean temperature decile, local windspeed and precipitation

13We are planning to incorporate results on droughts in the future.
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Figure 2: Natural disasters and global mean temperature.
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(c) 1-in-20 years heat wave
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decile, population decile, income per capita deciles. Wit denotes a vector of time-varying county-specific

controls that we plan to incorporate in future iterations, that includes in particular local government

expenditures. εit is a mean-zero residual. Our coefficient of interest is γh, the effect of an event h periods

ago on outcomes today.

We focus on calendar years t after 2000. Restricting the data to focus on the post 2000 period lets

us capture the most recent severity of extreme events in case it is time-varying. To the extent that not

only the frequency but also the intensity of extreme events is projected to grow over time, our estimates

represent a lower bound on expected damages going forward. For storm and floods, we restrict attention

to counties that experience either zero or one event.

Our identification condition is that treatment is randomly assigned conditional on our controls. Cru-

cially, we include rich controls for location-specific trends δS(i),t. These state-specific and county-group-

specific trends absorb potentially important confounds to our exercise. For instance, demographic and

income shifts have pushed high-income households to move to states such as Florida over the last 20

years. Florida also happens to be more exposed to severe storms and heat waves. As a result, omitting

an adjustment to these background trends may lead to infer that storms and heat waves increase income

and employment.
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Figure 3: The impact of 1-in-100 year floods on economic activity.
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4.4 Results

Figure 3 displays the impact of floods on economic activity. A 1-in-100 years flood lowers income per

capita by 2.5% over 10 years. Employment drops by 1% and eventually recovers. Investment displays an

initial positive response that reaches 5%. Eventually, investment returns to baseline. We note that not

all our results are insensitive to specification choices such as weighting by initial county population. This

is the result, in part, of the small number of counties experiencing a 1-in-100 years flood. Taken together,

the response of income per capita, employment and investment are consistent with a capital depreciation

shock.

Figure 4 displays the impact of storms on economic activity. Similarly to floods, storms lower income

per capita and employment, and increase investment. Thus, the impact of floods is also consistent with

a capital depreciation shock.14

Figure 5 displays the impact of heat waves on economic activity. Income per capita drops by 2.5%

5 years after a heat wave, and recovers after 10 years. Employment shrinks more modestly, showing

little statistically distinguishable effect. The response of investment is positive but very sensitive to

specification choices such as weighting. Thus, we follow the literature and interpret heat waves as a

productivity shock.15

With estimates of the impact of extreme events on economic activity, we turn to estimating the

underlying damage functions.

14The limitations inherent to our investment data suggest to interpret the substantial investment reponse with caution.
We only observe investment every 5 years in the data, and we have to interpolate values in between Census years. This
interpolation strategy may affect the particular time path of our estimates.

15We plan to include estimates of drougts on economic activity in the future.
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Figure 4: The impact of 1-in-100 years storms on economic activity.
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(b) Log employment
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(c) Log investment
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Figure 5: The impact of 1-in-20 years heat waves on economic activity.
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5 Model Quantification

5.1 Baseline parameters

We start by determining baseline preference and technology parameters. Importantly, we do not impose

specific values for two key elasticities for our analysis: migration and investment. We estimate those

structurally in Section 5.3 below. Throughout we an interval [t, t+ 1) is interpreted as a year.

Preferences. We use a time discount rate towards the high end of the range of values used in the

climate change literature, ρ = 0.03. Our baseline results should thus be seen as a lower bound on

economic damages. We analyze the impact of different choices of the discount rate on our results in

Section 6. We set the housing expenditure share for workers to the common value of β = 0.3. We use a

risk-aversion parameter γ = 1.

Migration. We set µ = 5 so that over 99% of workers have the option of migrating within a year. We

estimate bilateral migration costs τij consistent with the empirical migration rate at baseline, as described

in more detail below.
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Production. The share of commercial structures in goods production in the model includes both capital

and physical structures in the data. Typical estimates put the first share at 0.1, and the second at 0.3.

Together, we obtain α = 0.4.

To obtain the share of labor ϖ in the production function of buildings, we measure the fraction of

labor in the structures production sector x from the BEA input-output data. We obtain x = 0.95. Thus,

we recover ϖ = (1−α)(1−x)
αx+(1−α)β = 0.05 from equation (25).

To obtain the share of land in the building production function ω, we use common estimates from

the real estate literature. For a typical property, the value of land represents 20% of the property value,

while the building value represents 80%. Hence, we set ω = 0.2.

Value of Statistical Life. To recover V d, we use an annual Value of Statistical Life of $7.5M, consis-

tently with the value used by the EPA. We obtain V d = −187.5.16

Capital depreciation. We impose a common capital depreciation rate δ = 0.08 for all counties at

baseline. Of course, climate change affects the depreciation rate heterogeneously across locations.

5.2 Inversion of fundamentals

Our second step is to estimate time-invariant fundamentals for every location. Suppose for now that we

have estimates of the migration elasticity ν and the investment elasticity ζ.

We use 2012 data for wages wi, employment Ni and investment Ii, and migration flows mij for every

counties i, j. We interpret 2012 as the initial stead-state of the economy. We use a recursive scheme to

recover the time-invariant fundamentals in every location Zi, Ai, ci0.

We use the steady-state investment rate (16) to obtain an estimate of the steady-state capital stock

in each location: Ki = Ii/δ. Next, we recover an estimate of the stock of buildings Bi and housing Hi

from the constant shares rule (24)-(25) and the buildings production function:

Bi = Lωi

(
(1− x)Ni

)ϖ
K1−ω−ϖ
i , Hi = yBi

The wage equation (26) then delivers an estimate of fundamental productivity in county i:

Zi =
wi

(1− α)ααΞ−α
(
Bi/Ni

)α .
From there we construct R0i = (1− ω −ϖ)ααΞ1−α(1− x)αϖZiL

ωα
i . Combining equations (14) and (16)

16See Appendix D.1 for details.
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then delivers local investment costs:

ci0 = δ

[
1

R0iK
−ϕ
i Nψ

i

(
ρ+

ζδ

1 + ζ

)]ζ

Next, we construct C0i = (1−α)αα(1−β)Ξ−ξZ1−β
i Lωξi and so ui0 = u

(
C0iK

(1−ω−ϖ)ξ
i N

−(1−ϖ)ξ
i

)
which

implies Ui = Ai + ui0.

To recover migration costs, we construct migration shares as mij =
mij∑
k mik

. The equation for migration

shares (8) implies that Xij ≡ logmij − logmii = ν(Vj − Vi) − ντij ≡ Yj − Yi + εij after imposing the

normalization τii = 0 . We exploit that Xij + Xji = εij + εji. We assume symmetric migration costs

τij = τji, which we then recover as

τij = −Xij +Xji

2ν
.

We are left with estimating local amenities. We proceed in two steps. The first step consists in

recovering local valuations from the steady-state population distribution. Defining Xi = eνVi and θki =

e−ντki , equation (15) implies, together with a normalization of values:

Xi =
Ni∑

k
Nkθki∑
j θkjXj

,
∑
i

Xi = 1. (23)

A simple iterative method delivers the solution to equation (23), and we recover Vi =
1
ν log

(
Xi

)
.

With an estimate of local valuations Vi at hand, the second step consists in inverting the HJB (6) to

recover amenities. In particular,

Ai = (ρ+ µ)Vi −
(
ui0 +Mi[V ]

)
.

5.3 Migration and investment elasticities

Our inversion argument relies on knowledge of the migration and investment elasticities ν, ζ. We estimate

those internally using our reduced-form estimates of the impact of extreme events on economic activity.

Thus, we nest our inversion procedure in an outer loop in which we sample over possible values for ν, ζ.

We proceed by indirect inference. We draw pairs of elasticities (ν, ζ) using a Sobol sequence to

efficiently cover the bivariate space. For every pair (ν, ζ), we first solve for the steady-state following

Section 2.7 and Appendix C.1. For a given pair (ν, ζ), we invert fundamentals as in Section 5.2. Next,

we solve the steady-state and the FAME of our economy. We further simulate the dynamic response of

the entire economy to a 1% transitory productivity shock localized in a randomly chosen location. We

also simulate the dynamic response of the entire economy to a 1% capital depreciation shock localized in

a randomly chosen location. From these counterfactual responses, we construct model analogues of the
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event study estimates from Section 4. We then use these model-based event study estimates to construct

target moments that inform (ν, ζ).

Specifically, we denote by irfv,s,ν,ζ the model impulse response function corresponding to the event

study estimates for outcome v and shock s. The outcome v denotes either wages, employment or in-

vestment. The shock s denotes either productivity or capital depreciation. We denote by IRFv,s,ν,ζ its

counterpart in the data. We also denote by cirv,s,ν,ζ and CIRv,s,ν,ζ the model and data cumulative impulse

responses. That is, for any impulse response irf and horizon h, we define cirh =
∑h

h′=0 irfh′ .

We leverage a key property of the FAME to estimate the migration and investment elasticities without

having to specify the magnitude of shocks. The response of the economy to shocks is linear in the

magnitude of the shock by construction. Hence, relative impulse response are independent from the

magnitude of a common shock. For instance, in the FAME, the impulse response of employment relative

to the response of income per capita following a productivity shock is independent from the magnitude of

this productivity shock. If we target relative impulse responses, we can thus use a shock of an arbitrary

magnitude.

We use the cumulative impulse response of local employment relative to the cumulative impulse

response of income per capita at 10 years after a productivity shock,
ciremp,prod,ν,ζ

cirwage,prod,ν,ζ
, to inform the migration

elasticity ν. We target the corresponding moment in the data following a heat wave. Intuitively, if

employment responds strongly relative to income per capita, the migration elasticity must be large. Our

strategy is numerically equivalent to running a regression of employment on wages, using heat waves as

an instrument for real wages. Since in the model employment is related to the own migration share, our

approach also resembles a gravity equation regression in which we instrument for the origin wage with

heat waves. We use cumulative impulse responses—or, equivalently, average impulse responses—rather

than plain impulse responses because they better account for short-term, slow adjustment mechanisms

that may be beyond the model (e.g. sticky wages).

We use the cumulative impulse response of employment relative to investment 10 years after a capital

depreciation shock,
ciremp,cap dep,ν,ζ

cirinv,cap dep,ν,ζ
, to inform the investment elasticity ζ. Intuitively, the size of the

employment response encapsulates the overall magnitude of the shock. If investment responds strongly

relative to employment, the investment elasticity ζ must be large. We target its counterpart in the data

following storm and flood shocks.

In practice, both elasticities ν, ζ jointly determine these impulse response. Thus, we estimate both

jointly. The computational speed of the FAME lets us handle the computational demands of our estimation

strategy.

We confirm identification numerically in Figure 6. The left panel displays the cumulative response

of employment relative to wages following a capital depreciation shock. Each blue dot is the relative

cumulative response in the model, for a given pair of parameter values (ν, ζ). In the left panel we order

results by the migration elasticity ν on the x-axis. The impact of ν on the the relative cumulative response
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Figure 6: Identification of migration and investment elasticities.
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on the y-axis manifests clearly in the upward-sloping relationship. Variation in the relative cumulative

response on the y-axis conditional on ν along the x-axis captures how the investment elasticity ζ also affects

the relative cumulative response. Visually, the migration elasticity ν emerges as the main determinant

of the cumulative response of employment relative to wages. The left panel of Figure 6 also reports the

relative cumulative response in the data for heat waves (horizontal solid red line).

The right panel of Figure 6 depicts the cumulative response of employment relative to investment

following a capital depreciation shock on the y-axis. The x-axis represents the investment elasticity ζ.

The investment elasticity emerges visually as the main determinant of the response of employment relative

to investment. We contrast the results from the model with the data following storms (horizontal solid

red line) and floods (horizontal dashed green line). In the model, both shocks should lead to the same

relative cumulative response. Of course, they are not exactly equal in practice. Thus, we target both

with equal weights to estimate the investment elasticity ζ.

We estimate the migration elasticity to be ν = 0.18 and the investment elasticity to be ζ = 3.17.

Our estimate of the migration elasticity is consistent with existing estimates in the context of dynamic

migration models in which the present discounted value of real income determines migration. For instance,

Caliendo et al. (2019) estimate the migration elasticity to be 0.2. Our estimate implies that the investment

cost function is somewhat less convex than quadratic, which is a common benchmark.

5.4 Damage functions

With the migration and investment elasticities at hand, we turn to estimating the damage functions for

productivity and capital depreciation. We do so in two steps. In the first step, we estimate economic
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Figure 7: Targeted employment cumulative impulse responses in data and in model.
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damages from a given realization of storms, floods and heat waves using the cumulative impulse responses

from Section 4.4. In the second step, we interact these damages from single events with the change in the

probability that these events occur as global mean temperatures rise, as shown in Figure 2.

In the first step of our estimation strategy, we estimate economic damages from a given realization of

storms, floods, and heat waves by matching the magnitude of the cumulative impulse responses. As in

Section 4, we leverage the linearity of the FAME. It implies that the size of the shock is equal to
CIRv,s

cirv,s,ν̂,ζ̂
,

where cirv,s,ν̂,ζ̂ denotes the cumulative impulse response of variable v to a 1% shock to s (productivity or

capital depreciation) for the estimates of the migration and investment elasticity we obtained above.

How to select our target outcomes? Of course, our framework cannot be expected to match exactly

the wage, population, and investment responses jointly for each extreme event. Given our strategy, we

must choose which outcome to target. In our main specification, we estimate damages by targeting the

impact of storms and floods on employment because it delivers a response of wages that is close to the

data. We are also less confident in the reduced-form responses of investment to climate shocks estimated

in the previous section.

Figure 7 displays the targeted employment cumulative impulse response in the data (circles and dotted

line) and in the model (solid line). The left panel shows the impact of a single flood on employment in

the data, and the associated capital depreciation shock in the model. We estimate that floods that occur

every 100 years on average destroy Dflood = 5.7% of the capital stock of the location. We obtain this

value from matching the 10-year cumulative response of employment. Similarly, we estimate that storms

that occur every 100 years on average destroy Dstorms = 6.2% of the capital stock of the location. A heat

wave that occurs every 20 years reduces productivity by Dheat = 4.4% upon impact. We estimate that

this initial effect vanishes only gradually with a half-life of three years. This persistence may capture

mechanisms that are left out of our framework, such as slow propagation through input-output networks.

We check whether our impulse response-matching exercise delivers empirically plausible predictions for
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Figure 8: Untargeted wage and investment cumulative impulse responses in data and in model.
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untargeted moments. Figure 8 displays the untargeted wage and investment cumulative impulse response

in the data (circles and dotted line) and in the model (solid line). The estimated wage (or income per

capita) responses in the model track those in the data for floods and heat waves. The model over-predicts

the responses of wages for storms, as the empirical effect is moderate compared to floods. The model

delivers a close match for the response of investment to floods 10 years out. In contrast, the response

of investment in the data following storms is larger than what the model predicts when we target the

employment response. In Section 6 we report results when we target the investment response instead

of targeting employment, and consequently infer a larger capital depreciation shock from storms. The

model misses the direction of the impact of heat waves on investment when counties are not weighted

by population. As discussed before, this investment response in the data has the opposite sign when we

use population weighting, as is evident in Figure 5. Figure 8 shows that the impact of investment in the

model is quantitatively comparable to the population-weighted response in the data.

We now turn to the second step of our estimation strategy. To construct damage functions that depend

on global mean temperatures, we interact our estimates of shocksDstorm, Dflood, Dheat with secular changes

in the probability of the corresponding events. This is similar to what we showed in Figure 2, but we
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Figure 9: Damage functions.

construct trends location by location.

To estimate secular changes in the probability of extreme events for each location, we simply regress

the change in the probability of an event e ∈ {storm, flood, heat}, peit, for each location i on changes in

global mean temperatures Tt:

∆peit = cst + pei1∆Tt + εit.

Finally, we construct damage functions according to

δi1 = pfloodi1 Dflood + pstormi1 Dstorm, χi1 = pheati1

Dheat

ψheat
,

where ψheat denotes the estimated mean-reversion coefficient of productivity following heat-waves.17

Figure 9 maps our estimated damage functions. The left panel shows the impact of a 1°C increase in

global mean temperatures on productivity for every county in the U.S. The impact is highly heterogeneous

across space. We find that southern Florida will experience productivity reductions of close to 7% due to

rapidly rising occurences of heat waves. For a 4°C warming scenario, this reduction compounds to a 28%

reduction in productivity. Parts of the North-East and South-East will also experience sharp reductions

in productivity. Some locations in California are expected to benefit from climate change as they will

experience fewer heat waves based on historical trends.

The right panel shows the impact of a 1°C increase in global mean temperatures on capital depreciation

for every county in the U.S. The impact is also highly heterogeneous across space and only imperfectly

correlated with the one for heat waves. Floods and storms are expected to increase the capital depreciation

rate substantially in Minnesota, North Dakota, northern California, and Oregon. The Atlantic coast is

17We estimate ψheat by matching the shape of the impulse response for income per capita.
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particularly exposed. Populated parts of New York, Massachusetts, and Virginia will witness a capital

depreciation rate increases of 1 p.p. for every 1°C warming. This effect amounts to a 4 p.p. increase for

a warming scenario of 4°C. That is, they amount to a 50% increase over the baseline capital depreciation

rate of 8 p.p.

6 The impact of climate change

With our estimated damage functions at hand, we evaluate the impact of climate change on welfare

and allocations. We start the economy in steady-state. We use 2023 as the year in which individuals

learn the path of warning TDt and start reacting to it. We use a warming scenario TDt that increases

temperatures by 3°C in 2100 relative to 2023, consistently with the business-as-usual scenario put forward

by the IPCC and the current slope of warming reported in Figure 1.18 Because the impact of shocks is

linear in the FAME, the effect of another scenario with a different final temperature can be obtained by

merely rescaling our results. For example, we can scale changes down to account for possible mitigation

efforts within the century, as captured by other IPCC scenarios.

6.1 Damages from climate change

Figure 10 depicts the distribution of impacts on welfare and allocations. Workers lose between 1.1% and

6.5% in consumption-equivalent welfare upon impact, as shown in the top left panel. On average, workers

lose 2.9% in consumption-equivalent terms, as reported in Table 1. When we target the investment

response to infer the magnitude of storm shocks in Table 2, Appendix E, losses from climate change

rise to 3.8% in 2023 for workers.19 The substantial spatial heterogeneity in welfare losses reflects the

spatial heterogeneity in damage functions from Figure 9. Substantial welfare losses occur despite no

climate change having materialized by 2023. Welfare losses reflect expectations of productivity and capital

depreciation losses once warming picks up. By 2100, workers lose 6.8% on average and the dispersion in

local welfare losses rises from 1.3 p.p. to 3.7 p.p.

Capital owners experience much more unequal impacts from climate change as shown in the top right

panel. Capital owners in southern Florida or New York City lose over 7% in consumption-equivalent

welfare in 2023, while those in Wyoming gain by 4%. On average, capital owners lose 0.7% in welfare

upon impact as displayed in Table 1.

Welfare losses to capital owners are more unequally distributed than those for workers because capital

cannot move, while workers can. Migration provides an important adaptation strategy that spreads losses

from climate change more equally across workers. Owners of an immobile capital stock do not have that

18Given the warming of 1°C in 2023 relative to pre-industrial temperatures, this warming scenario corresponds to 4°C
warming relative to pre-industrial temperatures by 2100.

19In that case, a storm implies a 25% capital depreciation shock.
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Figure 10: Impact of 4°C warming by 2100

option. As a group, capital owners can only let the capital stock depreciate in locations that experience

adverse climate change, and invest anew in the places where comparative advantage rises.

By 2100, capital owners face much more inequality. The standard deviation of welfare changes reaches

53 p.p., with capital owners in many locations gaining over 50% or losing over 50%. These substantial

changes are the result of the substantial population movements induced by climate change.

By 2100, workers reallocate across the U.S. Southern Florida loses over 25% of its population while

Wyoming gains over 40% of its residents. These population movements reflect the changing comparative

advantage of locations. As workers reallocate, the rental rate of capital adjusts accordingly, imposing

additional losses to capital owners in locations that lose population.

We analyze how discounting affects climate damages in Table 1. Consistently with the climate change

literature, we find that lower discount rates increase welfare losses from climate change for workers in
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Table 1: Impact of climate change on welfare and allocations.

Welfare Allocations

Workers Capitalists Population Capital

2023 2100 2023 2100 2100 2100

Baseline
Aggregate (%) -2.9 -6.8 -0.6 -7.7 -16.8
St.dev. (p.p.) 1.3 3.7 3.1 53.1 30.4 54.6

By channel: Aggregate (%)
Capital depreciation -1.1 -2.6 -0.3 -4.3 -9.8
Productivity -1.9 -4.2 -0.3 -3.5 -7.0

Adaptation: fixed population
Aggregate (%) -2.9 -6.9 -0.6 -8.2 -12.6
St.dev. (p.p.) 5.6 13.2 1.5 20.1 0.0 23.0

No climate anticipations: workers
Aggregate (%) -2.9 -6.8 -0.6 -7.6 -18.6
St.dev. (p.p.) 1.3 3.2 3.3 65.1 43.4 67.7

Discount rate: Aggregate (%)
5% -2.0 -6.7 -0.6 -8.2 -16.5
1.5% -4.3 -7.1 -0.7 -7.4 -17.3
0.5% -6.2 -7.5 -0.7 -7.1 -17.8

2023 since climate damages remain back-loaded then. BY 2100, most climate change has occurred (in

the model) and the discount rate does not affect worker welfare anymore. The patterns are reversed for

capital owners. This reversal takes place because of two offsetting forces. When the discount rate falls,

capitalists value back-loaded damages more similarly to workers. However, when the discount rate falls,

the cost of funding goes down because the interest rate goes down, which makes reallocating capital and

investing cheaper. In 2023, these two effects offset each other. In 2100, the ‘amage valuation effect’ largely

vanishes because climate change has already happened, leaving only the ‘cost of funding effect’ operative.

As a result, in 2100, the lower the discount rate, the lower the losses to capitalists.

6.2 Capital depreciation

We unpack the role of anticipation and adaptation through three distinct exercises. First, we highlight

how our result change when we allow only productivity or capital depreciation damages in isolation. In the

FAME, damages are additively separable into each channel. Productivity losses account for two thirds

of losses in our baseline estimation. Capital depreciation contributes another third. When we target

investment instead of population to infer the magnitude of storm shocks, this decomposition shifts to half
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Figure 11: Investment costs against climate damages
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(b) Investment costs vs. depreciation losses
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and half, as shown in Table 2, Appendix E.

6.3 Anticipation

In our second exercise, we shut down climate change anticipation by workers. Capital owners anticipate

changes as in the baseline. In this counterfactual, workers experience the effect of the current and past

changes in temperatures but they believe that in the future temperatures will remain as in the current

period. Hence, their actions incorporate no anticipation effects.

We find that anticipation does not substantially affect the welfare of workers. Both the average level

and the dispersion of welfare losses remain close to their counterparts in the baseline. By contrast,

migration increases markedly. The standard deviation of population across locations increases by more

than 13 p.p relative to the change in the baseline.

Why do climate anticipations lower mobility? Without anticipation, workers do not foresee that

capital investments will remain in areas that are currently populated since those are locations where the

cost of investment tends to be low. By contrast, areas that gain comparative advantage because of climate

change tend to have high investment costs, as shown in Figure 11.

The inability of workers to predict the persistence of investments makes moving to worse alternative

locations more attractive because workers fail to anticipate that investment will be weak in their desti-

nation areas. Consistently, the rise in the standard deviation of the welfare of capital owners is muted

relative to baseline. The welfare losses of capital owners increase by more due to the complementarity

between capital and labor. The capital stock is about 2% lower than in the baseline by 2100, and is more
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Figure 12: Population changes and welfare
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dispersed across locations. In sum, anticipation matters for labor and capital allocations across space,

but has overall small effects on welfare.

6.4 Adaptation

Our third exercise highlights the role of adaptation through migration. We evaluate the impact of global

warming by shutting down any migration, i.e. µ = 0 in the ‘Adaptation’ section of Table 1. We find that

welfare losses for workers would be much more spatially concentrated absent migration: the standard

deviation of welfare losses of workers rises to 5.6 p.p. from 1.3 p.p. in 2023. However, because population

movements magnify the effect of climate change for capital owners, welfare changes are more dispersed

for capital owners absent migration.

Perhaps surprisingly, migration has a negligible effect on aggregate welfare losses for workers despite

its sizeable effect on welfare dispersion. Our welfare decomposition in Proposition 5 sheds light on this

result. Migration can affect the direct impact of climate change on welfare through the option value of

migration. This effect is large in the cross-section. Yet, it drops out in the aggregate. To understand this

feature, recall that the direct impact component of welfare changes holds population fixed at baseline.

Because there is no net migration at baseline, the option value of migration averages out across workers.

Migration may also affect the partial equilibrium value reallocation component. However, this compo-

nent turns out to be small with migration (and zero by construction without migration). Figure 12 shows

that, in the U.S., climate damages—and hence migration patterns—are largely uncorrelated with initial

valuations of locations. As a result, the value reallocation component does not contribute significantly to
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welfare. We emphasize that this result is a feature of the exposure of the U.S. to climate change that may

not hold in other environments.20 Finally, migration also has a small effect on the general equilibrium

elasticity reallocation and capital depreciation channels.

7 Conclusion

We have proposed a quantitative dynamic spatial assessment model of the U.S. economy. The model

features forward-looking migration and capital investment decisions and can be quantified at the county

level, namely, for the 3033 counties in the U.S. economy. Importantly, because of the methodological

advances we employ to solve for the dynamic equilibrium of the model, a numerical solution can be

computed in a matter of seconds. We leverage this feature to structurally estimate the migration and

investment elasticities, two key parameters that determine adaptation responses in the model. To quantify

the damage functions that map global temperature increases with increases in local capital depreciation

rates and productivity, we use an extensive dataset of daily precipitation, wind speed, and temperatures

since 1900 at the county level. This data, together with economic information at the county level allowed

us to estimate reduced-form reaction functions on employment. We choose damage functions that make

the model match this reduced form evidence. The resulting model yields damages from a 3°C increase in

average world surface temperatures that are about twice as large as what alternative models without an

effect on capital depreciation yield for the U.S. (e.g. Cruz and Rossi-Hansberg (2021)).

Using this framework we reach three distinct conclusions. First, accounting for the effect of tempera-

ture, through storms and floods, on the economic losses from climate change is essential to obtain more

accurate estimates. Second, anticipation has small average effects on welfare but leads to large reductions

in resulting migration flows due to the persistence in the location of capital investments. Finally, in the

U.S., migration also has very small average welfare effects, but it leads to substantial increases in the

heterogeneity of capital allocations and the welfare of capitalists across locations since it increases the

losses in the value of the stock of capital at locations harmed by climate change.

Inevitably, our analysis abstracts from a number of potentially important mechanisms. One of them

is costly trade in goods and heterogeneous climate effects by sector. Another is the differential effect

temperature increases can have on people with heterogeneous skills, incomes, or assets. Importantly, for

now, we have also set aside the effect of temperature on amenities and mortality, although these are easier

to incorporate in future drafts. We also plan to incorporate differential effects of temperature depending on

the original characteristics of counties, including their baseline weather conditions and locations. Finally,

it is essential to incorporate risk and account for the uncertainty in climate predictions. To do so, we need

20For instance, at the world level one may hypothesize that exposure to climate damages is negatively correlated with
valuations of locations, as low-income countries are more exposed to climate change. The partial equilibrium value reallocation
would then be large and positive. In that case, migration would mitigate the welfare effects of climate in the aggregate, as
in Cruz and Rossi-Hansberg (2021).
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to rely on second rather than first-order approximations of the “Master Equation”. This methodology

has also been developed by Bilal (2021) and we plan to use it to study the importance and implications

of climate risk in subsequent work.
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A Derivations: setup

A.1 Static equilibrium

We solve for equilibrium prices and quantities as functions of the local capital stock Kit and local number

of workers Nit. Combining labor demand in final good and building production, we obtain ϖα Bit

NB
it

=

(1− α) Sit

NP
it
. Housing demand rewrites β(1− α)Nit

Sit

NP
it

= αHit.

We look for shares x, y such that

NP
it = xNit , Hit = yBit (24)

and so NB
it = (1− x)Nit and Sit = (1− y)Bit. Subtituting into the previous equations, we obtain

ϖα

1− α
=

(1− y)(1− x)

x
,
β(1− α)

α
=

xy

1− y
.

These two equations imply21

x =
(1− α)(1−ϖβ)

αϖ + (1− α)
, y = β

(1− α) + αϖ

α+ (1− α)β
, 1− y = α

1− βϖ

α+ (1− α)β
. (25)

Using these shares, we express the wage and the rental rate as

wit = (1− α)ααΞ−αZit(Bit/Nit)
α

rit = ααΞ1−αZit(Bit/Nit)
−(1−α) (26)

where

Ξ = (1− α)
α+ (1− α)β

αϖ + (1− α)

Before proceeding, it is useful to substitute out buildings and express prices in terms of capital:

wit = (1− α)ααΞ−α(1− x)ϖαZitL
ωα
it (K1−ω−ϖ

it Nϖ−1
it )α

rit = ααΞ1−α(1− x)−(1−α)ϖZitL
−ω(1−α)
it (K1−ω−ϖ

it Nϖ−1
it )−(1−α)

Land rents. Land rents are rebated to capital owners in proportion to their capital holdings. Then

at the location level, lands rents are ωritBit. Using that rK,itKit = (1 − ω − ϖ)ritBit, we obtain that

the excess return on capital from claims to land rents is ω
1−ω−ϖrK,it. Therefore, the return on capital

inclusive of land rents is RK,it = rK,it +
ω

1−ω−ϖrK,it =
1−ϖ

1−ω−ϖrK,it ≡ τ̄ rK,it.

21Multiplying both equations leads to y(1− x) = ϖβ which can then be substituted into either of of the equations.
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Rental rate of capital. We now solve for the rental rate of capital inclusive of land rents:

RK,it = τ̄(1− ω −ϖ)(1− x)ϖK
−(ω+ϖ)
it LωitN

ϖ
it rit

= τ̄(1− ω −ϖ)ααΞ1−α(1− x)αϖZitL
ωα
it K

−ϕ
it N

1−α+αϖ
it

= τ̄(1− ω −ϖ)ααΞ1−α(1− x)αϖZiL
ωα
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡R0i

eχit+ωαℓitK−ϕ
it N

ψ
it

= R0ie
χit+ωαℓitK−ϕ

it N
ψ
it

≡ Ri(χit, ℓit,Kit, Nit)

where

ϕ = ω +ϖ + (1− ω −ϖ)(1− α)

ψ = 1− α+ αϖ

Consumption and flow utility. We also express total consumption (real wage) in location i as

Cit =
wit

rβit

=
(1− α)ααΞ−α(1− x)ϖαZitL

ωα
it (K1−ω−ϖ

it Nϖ−1
it )α[

ααΞ1−α(1− x)−(1−α)ϖZitL
−ω(1−α)
it (K1−ω−ϖ

it Nϖ−1
it )−(1−α)

]β
= (1− α)αα(1−β)Ξ−ξ(1− x)ϖξZ1−β

it Lωξit K
(1−ω−ϖ)ξ
it N

−ξ(1−ϖ)
it

= (1− α)αα(1−β)Ξ−ξ(1− x)ϖξZ1−β
i Lωξi︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡C0i

·e(1−β)χit+ωξℓit

(
K1−ω−ϖ
it

N1−ϖ
it

)ξ

≡ C0ie
(1−β)χit+ωξℓit

(
K1−ω−ϖ
it

N1−ϖ
it

)ξ
where

ξ = α+ β(1− α)

With consumption at hand, we express the flow utility in location i at time t:

Ait + u

(
wit

rβit

)
= Ai + ait + u

(
C0ie

(1−β)χit+ωξℓit

(
K1−ω−ϖ
it

N1−ϖ
it

)ξ)
≡ Ui(ait, χit, ℓit,Kit, Nit)
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A.2 Capital owners

We denote by Yit(I,K) = RK,itK−ci(I/K)K the net income of a capitalist with capital stock K investing

I. We first guess and verify that Pit(K, b) = Πit(K) + b, where Πit(K) reflects the permanent income of

capital owners. Substituting our guess into the capitalist problem (10), we obtain

ρΠit(K) = max
I
Yit(I,K) + (I − δitK)

∂Πit
∂K

(K) +
Et[dtΠit]

dt
, ρ = Rt (27)

Thus, investment decisions are independent from bond holdings b. We further guess and verify that

Πit(K) = QitK. Substituting this guess in (27), the investment policy becomes c′i(I/K) = Qit and so

I = (c′i)
−1(Qit)K.

Using our guess, the investment policy and the functional form of the investment cost in (27), we

obtain

(ρ+ δit)Qit = RK,it +
ci0Q

1+ζ
it

1 + ζ
+

Et[dtQit]
dt

, I∗(K,Qit) = ci0Q
ζ
itK.

B Derivations: FAME

B.1 Flow payoffs

B.1.1 Workers

The flow payoffs become, to first order,

Uit + κit(V
d − Vit)− USSi
ϵ

= ai1
(
z + TDt

)
+ κi1(V

d − V SS
i )

(
z + TDt

)
+ u′(CSSi )CSSi ·

(
(1− β)χi1

(
z + TDt

)
+ ωξℓi1

(
ℓ̄z + TDt

)
+ ξ(1− ω)

ki

KSS
i

− ni

NSS
i

)

with u′(C) = C−γ . In vector notation,

ϵ−1(Ut + vec(κit(V
d − Vit))− USS) = vec

(
ai1 + κi1(V

d − V SS
i )

)(
z + TDt

)
+ diag

(
u′(CSSi )CSSi

)[
(1− β)vec(χi1)

(
z + TDt

)
+ ωξvec(ℓi1)

(
ℓ̄z + TDt

)
+ξ(1− ω)diag

(
1/KSS

i

)
k − ξdiag

(
1/NSS

i

)
n

]
≡ DUZz +DUTTt +DUKk −DUNn
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where we have defined

DUT = vec(ai1 + κi1(V
d − V SS

i )) + vec
(
u′(CSSi )CSSi

[
(1− β)χi1 + ωξℓi1

])
DUX = mat(ai2 + κi2(V

d − V SS
i )) +mat

(
u′(CSSi )CSSi

[
(1− β)χi2 + ωξℓi2

])
DUZ = vec(ai1 + κi1(V

d − V SS
i )) + vec

(
u′(CSSi )CSSi

[
(1− β)χi1 + ℓ̄ωξℓi1

])
DUK = ξ(1− ω −ϖ)diag

(
u′(CSSi )CSSi /KSS

i

)
DUN = ξ(1−ϖ)diag

(
u′(CSSi )CSSi /NSS

i

)
B.1.2 Capital owners

Similarly, to first order and in vector notation,

ϵ−1

(
RK,it +

vec(ci0Q
1+ζ
it )

1 + ζ
− vec (δitQit)−

(
RSSK,i +

vec(ci0(Q
SS
i )1+ζ)

1 + ζ
− vec

(
δQSSi

)))
= DRKk −DRNn+DCQ

[
qNn+ qKk + qZ + qT

]
−DQTT

D
t −DQZz

where

DRK = −ϕdiag
(
RSSi /KSS

i

)
DRN = −ψdiag

(
RSSi /NSS

i

)
DCQ = diag

(
ci0(Q

SS
i )ζ − δ

)
DQT = vec

(
δi1Q

SS
i −RSSi

[
χi1 + ωαℓi1

])
DQZ = vec

(
δi1Q

SS
i −RSSi

[
χi1 + ℓ̄ωαℓi1

])
B.2 Continuation value from migration

Denote by M the steady-state matrix M(V SS). The continuation value from migration becomes, to

leading order,

M[V ]−M[V SS ]

ϵ
=MvNn+MvKk +MvZz +MvTt .

B.3 Continuation value from changes in population distribution

To linearize the law of motion of population, first note that

∂mji

∂Vk
=

 −νmjimjk if i ̸= k

νmji(1−mji) if i = k
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and so

M∗
ij(V + dV ) = M∗

ij(V ) + µ
∑
k

∂mji

∂Vk
dVk

= M∗
ij(V ) + µνmji

{
dVi −

[
m · dV

]
j

}
Then to leading order,

M∗
i (V + dV )[NSS ] = M∗

i (V )[NSS ] + µν
∑
j

mji

{
dVi −

[
m · dV

]
j

}
NSS
j

= M∗
i (V )[NSS ] + νµ

[(
diag(m∗NSS)−m∗diag(NSS)m

)
· dV

]
i

≡ M∗
i (V )[NSS ] + (G · dV )i

where G = νµ
(
diag(m∗NSS)−m∗diag(NSS)m

)
. In vector notation,

ϵ−1

∑
j

∂Vi
∂Nj

(M∗(V )N)j

I

i=1

≈ vNM∗n+ vNG
(
vNn+ vKk + vZz + vTt

)
Similarly,

ϵ−1

∑
j

∂Qi
∂Nj

(M∗(V )N)j

I

i=1

≈ qNM∗n+ qNG
(
vNn+ vKk + vZz + vTt

)
B.4 Continuation value from changes in capital distribution

We obtain to leading order

ϵ−1
∑
j

∂Vi
∂Kj

Kj

(
cj0Q

ζ
j − δjt

)
=

∑
j

vKijK
SS
j

{
ϵ−1dI∗j − δ1j

(
z + TDt

)}

=
∑
j

vKijK
SS
j

ζcj0(QSSj )ζ−1

∑
j

qNjℓnℓ +
∑
ℓ

qKjℓkℓ + qZj z + qTtj

− δj1
(
z + TDt

)
= vK

{
DIQ

[
qNn+ qKk + qZz + qTt

]
−
(
z + TDt

)
D∆T

}

where

DIQ = ζdiag
(
KSS
j cj0(Q

SS
j )ζ−1

)
D∆T = vec

(
KSS
j δj1

)
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Similarly, to leading order,ϵ−1
∑
j

∂Qi
∂Kj

Kj

(
cj0Q

ζ
j − δj − δjt

)
i

= qK

{
DIQ

[
qNn+ qKk + qZz + qTt

]
−
(
z + TDt

)
D∆T

}

B.5 FAME in vector notation

B.5.1 Workers

Thus, the linearized master equation for the worker value becomes, in vector notation,

ρ
(
vNn+ vKk + vZz + vT

)
− ∂vT

∂t

=

flow payoff︷ ︸︸ ︷
DUZz +DUTT

D
t +DUKk −DUNn+

continuation value from migration︷ ︸︸ ︷
M
(
vNn+ vKk + vZz + vT

)
+

c.v. from climate shocks︷ ︸︸ ︷
A(z)[vZz]

+ vNM∗n+ vNG
(
vNn+ vKk + vZz + vT

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
continuation value from changes in the population distribution

+ vK
{
DIQ

[
qNn+ qKk + qZz + qT

]
− (z + TDt )D∆T

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

continuation value from changes in the capital distribution

We impose that zt follows an AR(1) process: A(z)[V ] = −θzV ′(z) + z2

2 V
′′(z). Identifying coefficients,

and with unknowns in bold notation,

ρvNvNvN = −DUN +MvNvNvN + vNvNvNM∗ + vNvNvNGvNvNvN + vKvKvKDIQq
NqNqN

ρvKvKvK = DUK +MvKvKvK + vNvNvNGvKvKvK + vKvKvKDIQq
KqKqK

ρvZvZvZ = DUZ +MvZvZvZ − θvZvZvZ + vNvNvNGvZvZvZ + vKvKvKDIQq
ZqZqZ − vKvKvKD∆T

ρvTvTvT − ∂vTvTvT

∂t
= DUTT

D
t +MvTvTvT + vNvNvNGvTvTvT + vKvKvKDIQq

TqTqT − vKvKvKD∆TT
D
t .

B.5.2 Capital owners

Similarly, the linearized master equation for capital owners becomes, in vector notation,

ρ
(
qNn+ qKk + qZz + qT

)
− ∂qT

∂t

=

flow payoff︷ ︸︸ ︷
DRKk −DRNn+DCQ

[
qNn+ qKk + qZz + qT

]
−DQTT

D
t −DQZz+

c.v. from climate shocks︷ ︸︸ ︷
A(z)[qZz]

+ qNM∗n+ qNG
(
vNn+ vKk + vZz + vT

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
continuation value from changes in the population distribution

+ qK
{
DIQ

[
qNn+ qKk + qZz + qT

]
− (z + TDt )D∆T

}
︸ ︷︷ ︸

continuation value from changes in the capital distribution
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Identifying coefficients, and with unknowns in bold notation,

ρqNqNqN = −DRN +DCQq
NqNqN + qNqNqNM∗ + qNqNqNGvNvNvN + qKqKqKDIQq

NqNqN

ρqKqKqK = DRK +DCQq
KqKqK + qNqNqNGvKvKvK + qKqKqKDIQq

KqKqK

ρqZqZqZ = −DQZ +DCQq
ZqZqZ − θqZqZqZ + qNqNqNGvZvZvZ + qKqKqKDIQq

ZqZqZ − qKqKqKD∆T

ρqTqTqT − ∂qTqTqT

∂t
= −DQTT

D
t +DCQq

TqTqT + qNqNqNGvTvTvT + qKqKqKDIQq
TqTqT − qKqKqKD∆TT

D(t)

Collecting terms for vNvNvN , vKvKvK , qNqNqN , qKqKqK , Proposition 2 obtains. Collecting terms for vTvTvT , qTqTqT , Proposition 3

obtains. The stochastic FAME writes

(ρ+ θ)

vZvZvZ
qZqZqZ

 =

 DUZ − vKD∆T

−DQZ − qKD∆T

+

M + vNG vKDIQ

qNG DCQ + qKDIQ

vZvZvZ
qZqZqZ

 . (28)

This is now a standard matrix equation.

B.6 Welfare

B.6.1 Proof of Proposition 5

Omit time subscripts for simplicity. Totally differentiating aggregate welfare, we obtain:

dV =
∑
i

[
NSS
i dVi + V SS

i dNi

]
= EN [dVi]︸ ︷︷ ︸

expectation

+CovN
[
dNi

Ni
, Vi

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

covariance

We can further characterize the expectation component:

EN [dVi] =
∑
i

NSS
i

ϵvTi ∑
j

vNij dNj +
∑
j

vKij dKj


=

∑
i

NSS
i ϵvTi +

∑
j

∑
j

NSS
i vNij

 dNj +
∑
j

(∑
i

NSS
i vKij

)
dKj

= EN [ϵvTi ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
direct impact

+CovN

EN [vN•j ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡εvNj

,
dNj

Nj

+ CovK

KEN [vK•j ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡εvKj

,
dKj

Kj


︸ ︷︷ ︸

elasticity covariances

+EK
[
KEN [vK•j ]

] dK
K︸ ︷︷ ︸

average depreciation
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B.7 Consumption equivalent welfare

For any period τ , we compute consumption equivalent welfare change between the steady-state SS and

any counterfactual as ωiτ , such that

Eτ
∫ ∞

τ
e−ρ(t−τ)

{
ASSi(t) + εi(t)t + u((1 + ωiτ )C

SS
i(t))

}
dt = Eτ

∫ ∞

τ
e−ρ(t−τ)

{
Ai(t),t + u(Ci(t),t)

}
dt

where εit denotes the preference shock for the current (chosen) location.

B.7.1 Local welfare

Log utility. Under log utility γ = 1, we obtain

V SS
i + ρ−1 log(1 + dωiτ ) = Viτ ⇐⇒ dωiτ = eρ(Viτ−V

SS
i ) − 1.

When shocks are small ϵ→ 0, to a first order,

dωiτ = ρ dViτ (29)

CRRA utility. With CRRA utility when γ ̸= 1, u(C) = C1−γ−1
1−γ ,

V A,SS
i + (1 + dωiτ )

1−γV C,SS
iτ − 1

ρ(1− γ)
= Viτ ,

where

V A,SS
i = E0

∫ ∞

0
e−ρt

{
ASSi(t) + εi(t)t

}
dt =⇒ (ρ+ µ)V A,SS

i = ASSi + Ei[εi(t)t] + µ
∑
j

mijV
A,SS
j

V C,SS
i = E0

∫ ∞

0
e−ρt

(CSSi(t))
1−γ

1− γ
dt =⇒ (ρ+ µ)V C,SS

i =
(CSSi )1−γ

1− γ
+ µ

∑
j

mijV
C,SS
j .

Then

(1 + dωiτ )
1−γV C,SS

iτ − V C,SS
i = Viτ − V SS

i ⇐⇒ dωiτ =

(
1 +

Viτ − V SS
i

V C,SS
i

) 1
1−γ

− 1

When shocks are small ϵ→ 0, to a first order,

dωiτ =
1

1− γ

dV IRF
iτ

V C,SS
i

=
ρ dV IRF

iτ

Ṽi
, (30)
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where

Ṽi = E0

∫ ∞

0
e−ρt(CSSi(t))

1−γdt =⇒ (ρ+ µ)Ṽi = (CSSi )1−γ + µ
∑
j

mij Ṽj .

B.7.2 Aggregate welfare

Aggregate welfare is defined as

V t =
∑
i

NitVit , Qt =
∑
i

KitQit.

Derivations and formulas are identical to the local welfare case above after replacing local values with

aggregate values.

C Computation

C.1 Steady-state

We solve for steady-state using the following algorithm:

1. Start by using (16) to solve for QSSi

2. Given QSSi , then use (14) to solve for the equilibrium capital as a function of population:

KSS
i = R

1/ϕ
0i

(
ρQSSi +

ζci0(Q
SS
i )1+ζ

1 + ζ

)−1/ϕ

(NSS
i )ψ/ϕ ≡ Ki(N

SS
i ) (31)

3. Substitute (31) into (13) to obtain

ρV SS
i = Ui(Ki(N

SS
i ), NSS

i ) +Mi[V
SS ] (32)

4. Iterate alternatively on (32) and (15) to jointly solve equilibrium values V SS
i and population NSS

i :

(a) Start from a uniform guess for NSS
i (or any other guess)

(b) Solve (32) for V SS
i

(c) Update NSS
i by solving (15) given V SS

i

(d) Keep iterating on (b-c) until both NSS
i and V SS

i have converged.
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D Estimation

D.1 Elasticities

Value of Statistical Life. To map this estimate into our model with nonlinear-utility, we use the

interpretation of the VSL as a thought experiment in which 100,000 individuals are asked their willingness

to pay for a reduction in mortality of 1/100,000, and in which the average answer is $75. In the model,

the thought experiment translates as:

u(c− x)− u(c) = κ0V
d =⇒ V d ≈ −u

′(c)x

κ0
,

where x = $75 and κ0 = 1/100k. We use average consumption of 40k per year22. For log utility, and

denominating c and x in 1,000$,

E Additional results

See Table 2.

22See https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/A794RX0Q048SBEA
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Table 2: Impact of climate change on welfare and allocations: alternative calibration.

Welfare Allocations

Workers Capitalists Population Capital

2023 2100 2023 2100 2100 2100

Baseline
Aggregate (%) -3.8 -8.6 -0.7 -11.1 -24.4
St.dev. (p.p.) 1.6 4.6 3.8 73.4 38.0 76.6

By channel: Aggregate (%)
Capital depreciation -1.9 -4.4 -0.4 -7.7 -17.4
Productivity -1.9 -4.2 -0.3 -3.4 -6.9

Adaptation: fixed population
Aggregate (%) -3.8 -8.8 -0.8 -11.6 -18.4
St.dev. (p.p.) 7.1 16.7 1.9 30.1 0.0 34.7

No climate anticipations: workers
Aggregate (%) -3.8 -8.6 -0.7 -10.9 -27.0
St.dev. (p.p.) 1.6 3.9 4.1 90.4 55.1 95.1

Discount rate: Aggregate (%)
5% -2.6 -8.5 -0.7 -11.7 -24.0
1.5% -5.5 -9.0 -0.8 -10.6 -24.9
0.5% -7.9 -9.5 -0.8 -10.2 -25.5
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